Abstract: This article proposes a destination-driven on-demand multicast routing protocol (D-ODMRP) to improve the multicast forwarding efficiency in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). In D-ODMRP, the path from the multicast source to a multicast destination tends to use those paths passing through another multicast destination. If such multiple paths are available, the one leading to the least extra cost is preferred. This destination-driven strategy is introduced into the on-demand construction process of a multicast forwarding structure in a popular multicast protocol ODMRP. Simulation results show that D-ODMRP can significantly improve the forwarding efficiency as compared with ODMRP. Moreover, the destination-driven strategy can also be introduced into other existing multicast routing protocols for MANETs.
Introduction
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are a type of wireless networks that are self-organised and dynamically reconfigurable with no infrastructure or fixed base stations. MANETs are characterised by dynamic topologies, bandwidth-constrained, variable capacity links and energy constrained operation, which pose a big challenge for the design of efficient routing protocols for such networks. In a MANET, a group of mobile terminals often work together to perform a particular task. Therefore multicast routing plays an important role in such networks. However, the highly dynamic characteristic of MANETs presents a big challenge for the design of efficient multicast routing protocols.
In this paper, we present a destination-driven on-demand multicast routing protocol (D-ODMRP) to effectively improve the multicast forwarding efficiency in MANETs. D-ODMRP is based on an existing ODMRP [1] with the incorporation of a destination-driven strategy. In D-ODMRP, to build a cost-effective multicast forwarding structure, the path from the multicast source to a multicast destination tends to use a path passing through another multicast destination; if such multiple paths are available, the one leading to the least extra cost is preferred. The destinationdriven idea behind D-ODMRP is in part borrowed from the destination-driven multicasting (DDMC) [2] and the destination-driven shortest path tree (DDSP) algorithms [3] . DDMC is proposed for building a low-cost multicast tree. The basic idea behind DDMC is to give the low-cost path passing through a multicast destination node priority over other paths in order to add a new node to the current tree in a tree construction process, which helps reduce the overall tree cost. In [3] , Zhang and Mouftah further introduced the destination-driven strategy to build cost-effective shortest path trees and proposed the DDSP algorithm. Although costeffective, neither DDMC nor DDSP can be directly deployed in dynamic MANETs owing to the high computational complexity involved in the tree calculation and the requirement of global state information, including network state and group membership.
Different from DDMC and DDSP, D-ODMRP introduces the destination-driven strategy into the on-demand construction of a multicast forwarding structure in order to improve multicast forwarding efficiency. For this purpose, D-ODMRP modifies the procedure where an intermediate node processes a received Join Query packet. Specifically, D-ODMRP intentionally introduces a deferring time at each intermediate node before the node forwards a received Join Query based on the distance from the last multicast group member met by the Join Query packet to the node. The larger the distance is the larger the deferring time will be. In this way, those Join Query packets leading to smaller extra cost are encouraged to travel faster. A cost-effective forwarding structure can then be built as a result of the above operations. No extra overhead is introduced as compared with an existing on-demand multicast routing protocol. Simulation results show that D-ODMRP can greatly improve the multicast forwarding efficiency with little sacrifice in terms of packet delivery ratio as compared with related work.
The remainder of this article is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews existing multicast protocols for MANETs. Section 3 presents the proposed D-ODMRP. Section 4 shows simulation results to evaluate the performance of D-ODMRP and Section 5 concludes.
Related work
Multicast routing has been widely studied for MANETs and a variety of multicast routing protocols have been proposed in the literature. Based on the way in which a multicast forwarding structure is built, existing multicast routing protocols for MANETs can be classified into two categories: tree-and mesh-based protocols. In this section, we will give a brief review of typical tree-and mesh-based multicast routing protocols, respectively. For a comprehensive review, the reader is referred to [4] .
Tree-based protocols
A tree-based multicast routing protocol builds a tree-type multicast delivery structure for a multicast request. This type of protocols can be further divided into source-basedtree and shared-tree-based protocols. A source-based-tree protocol builds a shortest-path tree, rooted at the multicast source and covering all group members, in terms of hop count (e.g. multicast ad hoc on-demand distance vector (MAODV) routing [5] ), transmission power (e.g. [6] ), quality of service (QoS) constraints (e.g. [7, 8] ) and energy consumption (e.g. [9, 10] ). A shared-tree-based protocol builds a low-cost tree, which is efficient for all group members to send multicast traffic. Typical shared-tree-based multicast routing protocols include location-guided tree (LGT) [11] , lightweight adaptive multicast (LAM) [12] and so on. In general, the tree-based multicast structure has high forwarding efficiency but is often fragile in a dynamic environment.
Mesh-based protocols
A mesh-based multicast routing protocol builds a mesh structure for performing a multicast task. In general, meshbased protocols are resilient to network dynamics with certain sacrifice in terms of forwarding efficiency. Typical mesh-based protocols include centred protocol for unified multicasting through announcements (CPUMA) [13] , coreassisted mesh protocol (CAMP) [14] , ODMRP and their variants [15 -17] .
In CPUMA, a distributed core-selection and maintenance algorithm is used to find the source-centric centre of a shared mesh. CPUMA can reduce data packet overhead and create forwarding paths towards the nearest mesh member instead of the core in order to reduce latency. CAMP builds a full-mesh structure among group members at the management plane and it requires a global distance vector unicast routing protocol to run in the background. ODMRP uses a forwarding group to perform a multicast task. In ODMRP, the construction process of the multicast delivery structure consists of a Query and a Reply phases. When a source has data packets to send, it periodically floods member-advertising packets (called Join Query). The periodic flooding of such advertisements refreshes membership information and updates the forwarder flag stored at each involved node. In ODMRP, once receiving a non-duplicate Join Query, each node in the network stores the upstream node address, i.e. reverse path learning, into its local routing table and further rebroadcasts the packet. When a multicast destination receives a Join Query, it composes a Join Reply and sends this packet all the way back to the multicast source along the learned reverse path until reaching a node which has already sent upstream such a Reply packet or the multicast source. The nodes on the reverse path are flagged as forwarders, that is these nodes are members of the so-called forwarding group (FG) and each of them locally keeps an FG flag. During the data delivery phase, a node in the forwarding group broadcasts its received multicast packets from the source. It has been shown that ODMRP achieves high delivery ratio owing to the high redundancy in forwarders.
Moreover, some variants of ODMRP have been proposed to further improve the performance of ODMRP. In [15] , Lee and Kim proposed a PatchODMRP protocol, which extends ODMRP by taking a local repairing approach upon the detection of mesh destruction to reduce the control overhead of route maintenance and to improve mobility adaptation. It sets up the initial forwarding structure using the same procedure as ODMRP. Every forwarding node maintains the link between itself and one of its upstream nodes by employing periodical one-hop beaconing. If a forwarding node detects a link break, it floods an advertisement (ADVT) packet for local repairing within a few hops. A node, which receives an ADVT and is closer to a multicast source node than the ADVT sender, returns a PATCH packet. In [16] , Zhao et al. proposed an ODMRP-MPR (multipoint relay) protocol, which moves ODMRP onto the MPR-based backbone structure built by optimised link state routing protocol [18] , in order to reduce the protocol overhead. However, it requires the nodes to keep two-hop neighbourhood information. In [17] , Tang and Gerla introduced round robin reliable unicast and promiscuous listening into ODMRP in order to improve the medium access control (MAC) layer multicast reliability. This mechanism requires each non-leaf node maintains a cache of recent packets that it has sent and in particular needs to modify the MAC layer protocol.
In this article, we focus on the design of a mesh-based multicast routing protocol owing to its high delivery ratio performance. The objective of the protocol design is to improve multicast forwarding efficiency. Different from ODMRP-MPR, however, we assume that a node does not keep any topological information (either local or global).
3 Destination-driven on-demand multicast routing protocol 3.1 Protocol overview Fig. 1 gives an example to illustrate how the introduction of the destination-driven strategy effectively reduces the cost of a multicast delivery structure. Consider a network shown in Fig. 1a and a multicast request with node S as the multicast source and nodes A, C and D as the multicast destinations. Figs. 1b and c show two possible forwarding structures for accommodating the multicast request. Obviously, the structure in Fig. 1b has lower cost than that in Fig. 1c in terms of the number of intermediate forwarders. This is because the path from multicast source S to group member D in Fig. 1b is chosen to be the one that passing through group members A and C.
The objective of D-ODMRP is to build a multicast forwarding structure with high multicast forwarding efficiency. To achieve this objective, a destination-driven strategy is introduced into the on-demand multicast routing process of ODMRP. To reach a multicast destination, it is preferred to select a path going through another multicast destination, if possible, with little extra overhead in the path selection process. Moreover, the introduction of the destination-driven strategy should not cause any loop in the resulting multicast routing structures.
To address the above problems, we modify the procedure of ODMRP for each intermediate node to process received Join Queries. Specifically, an intentional deferring time is introduced before each node further forwards a received Join Query based on the distance this received Join Query has travelled since it left its last-met multicast group member (including the source). In general, the larger this distance is, the longer the deferring time at this node will be. The purpose of introducing the intentional deferring time is to encourage those Join Queries taking the paths with smaller extra cost to travel faster, in order to reduce the extra cost for adding new multicast destinations into the forwarding structure. In case multiple Join Queries are received, a node will select the one leading to the least extra cost for the node to be added into the forwarding structure. However, routing loops should be avoided in building a multicast structure, which may isolate part of the multicast group members from the multicast source, if this problem is not well addressed. We will discuss later how to keep loop free during the construction of a destinationdriven multicast structure via network-wide flooding of a Join Query.
Protocol design
D-ODMRP consists of three phases: Join Query phase, Join Reply phase and data forwarding phase. These three phases repeat periodically to rebuild the multicast structure and keep the structure fresh if the multicast source keeps sending multicast packets into the network.
Join Query phase:
The Join Query phase decides which nodes will be chosen as forwarders for performing a multicast task. Since the objective of D-ODMRP is to effectively reduce the number of forwarders to be added into a forwarding group, we try to select a path taken by a Join Query with less hop distance from its last met group member in order to add new nodes onto the forwarding structure. The Join Query contains a variable, denoted by ExtraHop, to carry the information on the extra hop distance away from the last-met group member.
A Join Query packet contains the following information: † source ID; † multicast session ID; † a sequence number kept by the source node, which increments every time the source floods a new Join Query; † hop distance that a Join Query has left the multicast source thus far and its initial value is zero; † ExtraHop, the hop distance from the last met group member. Its initial value is 0 and it is reset to 0 once the Join Query reaches a multicast group member.
For a group member receiving a Join Query packet, it will further forward the packet in rand(0, T ) time, where T is a system parameter. In the simulations, T was set to 10 ms. rand(0, T ) returns a random value between 0 and T. The introduction of such a small random delay is to reduce the collision possibility of the Join Queries forwarded by neighbouring nodes.
For a non-group-member node receiving a Join Query packet, it defers its forwarding of the packet for a period of time JQDelay, which is calculated as
where c max is a positive constant used to avoid a non-groupmember node from deferring its forwarding of a Join Query too long. The introduction of c max can shorten the latency for building a multicast forwarding structure with a certain penalty of multicast cost. In D-ODMRP, an intermediate node is allowed to process duplicate Join Queries. Before the JQDelay timer at a node expires, it can accept duplicate Join Queries and select the Join Query leading to the least ExtraHop value among multiple received Join Queries and further broadcast it when the timer expires. Fig. 2 illustrates how D-ODMRP builds a cost-effective multicast forwarding structure for the multicast request in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 , the figures in the parentheses besides each node represent the hop distance from the source and that from the last met group member to the current node, respectively. The figures in square brackets besides each ] before reaching D because nodes A and C are group members of the multicast session. Thus, the Join Query taking the down path will arrive at node D ahead of that taking the upper path. Accordingly, group member D composes a Join Reply according to the Join Query received from C and sends it back to C along the reverse path until the packet reaches the source S. As a result, only nodes A, B and C will be flagged as forwarders. Correspondingly, a reduction in the number of forwarders is achieved. Fig. 3 gives the procedure for a node i to process a received Join Query in D-ODMRP. In the procedure, Steps 1 -6 are for the case when node i receives the first Join Query. In this case, node i first calculates its deferring time JQDelay and then records its least known extra hop distance away from the last met group member by the Join Query. Steps 7 -13 are for the case where a duplicate Join Query is received. In this case, if the ExtraHop distance in the received duplicate Join Query is smaller than LeastExtraHopThusFar i that node i has received thus far in the current round of the Join Query phase, node i updates LeastExtraHopThusFar i and resets its JQDelay value (note that a group member node do not need such resetting); Otherwise the node discards the Join Query (see Step 12) . In Step 14, node i starts or resets its deferring timer. The procedures for a node to process duplicate Join Queries and to reset its defer timer in Fig. 3 can enable the node to select the path with the least extra cost for the node to be connected to a multicast structure.
Join Reply phase:
In D-ODMRP, when a multicast group member receives a Join Query packet, it will further forward the Join Query using the procedures in Fig. 3 , and then generate a Join Reply packet and unicasts it back to the neighbour from which the Join Query packet was received. When a node receives a Join Reply, it will create a multicast forwarding table for the group and set its local forwarding group flag, and then relays the Join Reply upstream according to its local entry kept for the multicast session. This process continues until the Join Reply reaches an intermediate node that has ever sent upstream a similar Join Reply (for another group member) or the multicast source.
Data forwarding phase:
In the data forwarding phase, the multicast source sends data packets to the nodes in the forwarding group, which is similar to ODMRP. When an intermediate node receives a data packet, it will first check if it is a node in the forwarding group by looking up its local forwarding flag for the corresponding multicast session. If it is a node in the forwarding group, it will broadcast the received packet at time rand(0, T ), which is introduced to reduce potential collisions in forwarding broadcast packets among neighbouring nodes in the same forwarding group.
Loop avoidance
Loop avoidance is an important problem that needs to be considered and resolved in D-ODMRP. This problem does not exist in existing on-demand multicast routing protocols because each node always selects the shortest path from the source if it receives multiple Join Queries, each taking a distinct path. The optimal substructure property of a shortest path (i.e. a subpath of a shortest path is also a shortest path) can keep the constructed structure loop free. In D-ODMRP, however, two group members may choose each other as their upstream group member node for receiving packets from the source in order to reduce the total multicast cost. To avoid such a potential loop, D-ODMRP simply prohibits any node in the network from accepting any further incoming Join Query after it forwards a Join Query during one round of on-demand multicast forwarding structure Fig. 3 Procedures of D-ODMRP to process a Join Query packet construction. Note that the precondition under which a loop can be created is that a node accepts a Join Query that takes a path passing through this node itself (i.e. this Join Query has ever been transmitted by the current node). By enforcing this simple rule, a potential loop can be avoided.
Routing table
In D-ODMRP, a node in the network may need to maintain the following tables to store multicast-related information:
Reply table:
This table stores the next hop for forwarding a Join Reply (when necessary), which is the node from which the Join Query with the least extra hop was received. It is created when a non-duplicate Join Query is received or updated when a duplicate Join Query with certain conditions met is received, i.e. the duplicate Join Query takes a path with shorter extra distance and the current node has not forwarded a Join Query yet during the current round of path discovery.
Multicast table:
Each forwarder locally keeps a multicast table, which stores the multicast group ID, a forwarding flag and a timer recording when this table will be removed. A forwarder maintains a multicast table in a software state. When timed out without refreshing, the table will be automatically removed. If a forwarder is re-selected as a forwarder in the new route searching process, the timer will be reset.
Message cache:
Each node in a forwarder group stores a source ID and a sequence number associated with each multicast packet and each Join Query packet, which it has already forwarded or received recently. An entry is added into the cache when a node receives a new Join Query or data packet. The message cache is maintained by each node to prevent from forwarding duplicate data packets or Join Queries. First-in-first-out (FIFO) can be used to remove outdated entries when the cache space is full.
Performance evaluation
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of D-ODMRP by comparing it with ODMRP through simulation results.
Simulation settings
We conducted the simulation experiments using GloMoSim [19] and considered a network with 50 nodes, which move randomly within a 1000 × 1000 m 2 area. The transmission range of each node is 250 m and the channel capacity is 2 Mbps. Each simulation lasts for 500 s. For each scenario considered, multiple runs with different random seed numbers were conducted and the results obtained were averaged over the number of runs. The IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF) is used as the medium access control protocol. For both D-ODMRP and ODMRP, all common parameters were set to the same values.
In the simulations, the multicast data streams used are constant bit rate (CBR) streams with small jitters. The size of a data packet is 512 bytes. Multicast member nodes were randomly selected. Members join the multicast group at the start of the simulation and never leave the group during the simulation. Random waypoint was used as the mobility model, in which each node randomly selects a destination and moves at a speed of rand (1, MaximumMovingSpeed) , where MaximumMovingSpeed represents the maximum speed that a node can move.
In the evaluation, we use packet delivery ratio and normalised forwarding overhead as the performance metrics. The packet delivery ratio is defined as the total number of data packets received by all multicast destinations divided by the number of data packets sent from the source multiplying the total number of multicast destinations in the group. This ratio represents the effectiveness of a multicast protocol. The normalised forwarding overhead is defined as the ratio of the total number of data packets transmitted over the number of data packets delivered, where the number of data packets transmitted is the total number of data transmitted by all nodes in the network, which also contains those data packets that are dropped, corrupted or collided. The smaller this overhead, the more efficient a protocol is.
Simulation results
We evaluate the protocol performance in different network scenarios in terms of node moving speed, multicast group size and multicast group number.
Node moving speed:
In this simulation, the number of multicast destinations was set to 20 and only 1 multicast source sends data packets. The traffic-generating rate is 10 packets per second. Fig. 4 shows the normalised forwarding overhead with D-ODMRP and ODMRP, respectively, under different moving speed. It is seen that by introducing the destinationdriven strategy D-ODMRP can reduce the normalised forwarding overhead up to 15% as compared with ODMRP. Fig. 5 shows the packet delivery ratio performance with D-ODMRP and ODMRP, respectively, under different moving speeds. It is seen that D-ODMRP has similar performance with ODMRP when the node moving speed is low. The difference between them increases as the moving speed increases. This is because high node mobility causes high dynamics in a built forwarding structure. In this case, the high redundancy of forwarders in ODMRP helps remedy the structure dynamics, which makes ODMRP less sensitive to network dynamics at the cost of forwarding efficiency. Fig. 6 shows the normalised forwarding overhead with D-ODMRP and ODMRP, respectively, under different multicast group sizes. It is seen that D-ODMRP can reduce the normalised forwarding overhead by up to 23% as compared with ODMRP. As the group size increases, the difference between the forwarding overhead performances of the two protocols decreases. This is because as the group size increases, more nodes will become a member of the forwarding group. In this case, many group members can graft to the multicast structure without causing extra costs or via just single extra hop. The efficiency of the destination-driven strategy in reducing multicasting cost decreases as the group member density increases beyond a threshold, where the group member density is defined as the ratio of number of group members over the number of network nodes in the network. Also, the normalised forwarding overhead drops with the multicast group size. This is because the total number of data packets delivered increases with the group size. Recall that based on our definition, each time a group member receives a data packet, the number of data packets delivered increases by one. Fig. 7 shows that D-ODMRP has similar delivery ratio to ODMRP, which is irrelevant to the multicast group size.
Number of multicast group:
In this simulation, the size of a multicast group was set to 20. The total network traffic load of the network is kept relatively light (i.e. 10 packets per second in total).
Figs. 8 and 9 compare the normalised forwarding overhead and the packet delivery ratio of D-ODMRP and ODMRP, respectively, under different numbers of multicast groups. It is seen in Fig. 8 that D-ODMRP can reduce the normalised forwarding overhead up to 21% as compared with ODMRP. In Fig. 9 , it is seen that D-ODMRP has a similar packet delivery ratio to that of ODMRP. 
